Are you interested in operating a Drone?

ACC is thrilled to offer an informational UAS seminar. The seminar will be held on Tuesday, October 20, 2015 from 8:00 am to 2:30 pm at the HUSH Campus in Oscoda and will cover the following topics:

- History of drones
- Public perception
- Regulations
- Technology
- Hands on demonstrations

Seminar inquiries may call 989.358.7293

Students will receive enrollment materials prior to training date.

Register via email (Kamyszek@alpenacc.edu)

Space is limited to 20 spots so don’t delay to register. This seminar is provided at NO COST, through the TAACCCT Grant.

Curriculum developed and delivered by Brian Dawson and Scott Day, retired Military personnel.

Students will have the opportunity to operate a Dromida Ominus UAV Quadcopter.

ACC HUSH Campus
Room 309
5800 Skeel Avenue
Oscoda, MI 48750
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